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Over the years here I have noticed that jews, in particular, care zero about the
Gods. In that sense, saying just about anything on their behalf, does not matter.

Jews are notorious for having written the most blasphemous books in the history of
mankind about the Pagan Gods. Rabbis have written about how to defecate in the
shrines of the Pagan Gods. All slander and disinformation written about the
Demons, comes from Jews.

Jews also are mentally insane and this disrespect can easily be seen when they are
here. There is no single jew I ever met or came across who didn't pull out (despite
their obvious jewish behavior) the "The Gods told me so" card. The jews, as a race,
not only don't believe the Gods, but highly hate and disrespect them. They have no
bounds on what they will or will not say, and lying is their first and primary nature.

Gentiles on the other hand, tend to instinctively respect the Gods, on a broader
basis, and perceive our Gods are holy, important, and worthy or reverence.
Naturally, Gentiles are not inclined with hate against the Gods. Even cases of
brainwashed Gentiles into the enemy programs, only go "that far" when it comes to
hating the Gods.

There are enemy books which literally pretend that the Demons had conversations
with these jews, where jews put words in the mouth of the Gods which they never
said. Then, the corruption of holy and spiritual texts of Pagans, or the blasphemous
Bible, should be revealing.

Yet, when jews come around here and they boast meaninglessly about "Gods said
this, Gods said that", people tend to be confused in how possibly they could ever
say these things? The answer is simple: they are jews. As much as you here
respect "Jehovah", is as much as these things respect the "Gods of the Goyim".
That is, zero.

Many jews are also plagued with schizophrenia, self entitlement syndromes, and all
sorts of other mental illnesses in which, as their jewish Rabbis admit, frequently
manifested in the history of the jewish race, as things they blamed "Demons" to be
responsible for. The amount of blasphemy the jews do towards the Gods has been
the most immense in history.
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Also, jews feel entitled to corrupt and destroy just about anything. They literally
went into the library of Alexandria as unstudied mongrels and literally told people
there, they knew "more" than them. The nature of the jew is a nature of disrespect
and hate towards the Gentile and the Pagan. This went all the way in full murder of
these people, blowing their temples to bits, and the fall of our ancestral religions.

Yet, many people here aren't exactly aware of their behavior, or how they are. And
when every infiltrator uses the name of the Gods, people freeze. However, to the
jews this is only a false jewish method that they adopt to infiltrate and to confuse.

With enough experience, one is going to understand what is going on. Those who
lack experience may be confused by the words of the Jews. Of course, jews
infiltrated every Pagan civilization how? Using the Names of the Gods of that
civilization, how else?

The same thing is what jews did with Xianity, their infiltration program, where like
Baruch Spinoza, they pretended they were now "Christian Goyim like everyone else
goyim", while they remained completely jewish. This helped them avoid persecution
when they felt they were highly threatened. Xianity saved them in Europe as it was
their creation, and kept them protected and hidden from the onslaught the rest of
the jews received.

It must always be kept in mind and known for a fact that this is the people and the
racial soul that deposed and destroyed the Pagan Cultures, therefore, one has to
be silly to ask why some of them would behave in the same way for example, here,
or how easily they do these things. It's just a replay of their thousand year old
method.

Those who are empowered and advanced, and know the Gods by heart, will
understand this. Only the heart of the Gentiles can understand the Gods, never that
of a jew. They can try and fake it, but the connection simply isn't there, nor will it
ever be.

Only Gentiles can connect with the Gods, never the jews.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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Reply from HP Hooded Cobra:

xlnt wrote:
My cousins are half jewish since their father is jewish. That's been sort of a
dilemma for me as I have nothing against them or anyone else for that matter
who contributes to society, behaves decent etc. I look to the individual first
and foremost, as I think everyone should. There is nothing wrong with
knowledge though, including knowledge about Jews as a collective and their
affairs on this planet. I just don't want this knowledge to become a reason for
dismissing anyone who is jewish. Again, I look to the individual.

This knowledge will become key in dismissing and removing anyone who is jewish.

This is far more than external behavior going into this. While jews have displayed a
murderous intent for thousands of years consistently against all Gentiles, there is
far more to this than "disciplining" a jew or a half jew to act in a specific way,
because they simply cannot forever endure to act in such a way, because they are
an alien soul to everyone else.

Objectively speaking, your family line is partly taken over by them now, and will
more than likely, sooner or later, serve their interests. Jews or part jews, be this in
that generation, or some one later down the line, always get the call to return back
to the fold.

When they figure out for real what them being "Jewish" really means, ie, if they get
into Judaism, they aren't going to think anything of what you do.

Jews understand this for Whites, Blacks etc, and they call for the genocide and
enslavement of the "Goy", regardless of the "Goyim's" good behavior and being
useful to society or whatever Western bullshit memes we have concocted recently
with our left brain smart-ass theories.

As they understand Gentiles are fundamentally a different species, so should we.
They have no qualms about it and neither should anyone else.


